Deploying Confluent Platform with
Mesosphere Datacenter Operating System
Operational simplicity for your streaming data platform
David Tucker, Director of Partner Engineering, Confluent, Inc.

ABSTRACT
This white paper outlines the integration of Confluent Platform with the
Mesosphere Enterprise Data Center Operating System. The majority of
this guide is a step-by-step guide to deploying Confluent Platform services
on a running DC/OS environment.
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Mesosphere and Confluent
Apache Kafka, created by Confluent’s founders while working at LinkedIn, is fast becoming the de
facto technology for moving data across systems in real time. Such frictionless data movement
supports interactive websites, mobile applications, and all manner of Internet-of-Things use cases.
Confluent builds on Kafka with additional tooling to speed developer productivity, improve data
management, and broaden the scope of applications that can benefit from Kafka, among other things.
Confluent Platform integration with Mesosphere Enterprise DC/OS simplifies deployment of streaming
processing infrastructure and applications, making it easy to configure, deploy, scale, monitor and
manage Confluent clusters. Kafka clusters on DC/OS can support 10s to 1000s of traditional
producer/consumer workload as well as the latest Kafka Streams Apps.
The complete architecture is summarized in the following diagram:
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Confluent Platform
At the center of the Confluent Platform is Apache Kafka. Apache Kafka is a modern distributed system
for moving data in real time. It allows a single cluster of computers to perform all the data transport
between an organization’s data systems regardless of their number or size. The Confluent Platform
includes all components from the Apache Kafka Core along with some Apache-licensed open source
additions (client tools, pre-built connectors, and cluster-side services).
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Architectural Advantages
Easily deploy and scale a real-time streaming data platform
Without Enterprise DC/OS, provisioning of infrastructure is manual
•   Enterprise DC/OS automates app & cluster provisioning, management, and elastic scaling
•   Confluent Platform integration with Enterprise DC/OS simplifies deployment of streaming
processing infrastructure and applications
•   Confluent delivers a comprehensive stream processing platform and monitoring platform
•   Confluent Platform integration with Enterprise DC/OS enables support for all Confluent Platform
features, e.g. Kafka, Kafka Connect Workers, Kafka Streams Apps, Schema Registry, REST
Proxy, and Control Center
•   Enterprise DC/OS delivers a comprehensive platform for running containers including Kafka
Streams Apps
•   Benefits include:
•   Easy to configure, deploy, scale, monitor and manage Confluent clusters
•   Easy to deploy, scale, and monitor 10s to 100s to 1000s of Kafka Streams Apps

Easy Data Infrastructure with Mesosphere Enterprise DC/OS
With Mesosphere Enterprise DC/OS you can install big data services with a single click, and elastically
scale and operate them with ease, in the cloud or your own datacenter. Services are loosely coupled
and composable, to evolve with you and enable you to adapt to new services as they emerge.
Because services run on the Enterprise DC/OS platform, everything shares the same set of resources
and can be monitored using the same dashboard.
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Large-scale distributed
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Confluent Platform Quick Start on DC/OS
Initial support for Confluent Platform 3.0 is available in DC/OS 1.8. The different services are launched
as separately managed micro-services, allowing you to deploy an environment tailored to your specific
needs. These installation instructions assume that you have a running DC/OS 1.8 environment and a
basic understanding of the Confluent Platform architecture (the relationship between brokers, workers,
and support services {Schema Registry and REST Proxy}). More information on the Confluent Platform
architecture is available here.

The key starting point is the DC/OS Master URL. That URL is used for interactive access via your
browser as well as command-line access with the DC/OS command line tool. For Amazon or Azure
cloud deployments, the URL will look something like:
http://dcos2-elasticloadb-z4wqzsnur3oe-1250990332.us-west-2.elb.amazonaws.com
For simplicity in this document, we’ll use http://dcos-masterlb.mesos as our sample reference.
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Download and install the dcos command line tool
You’ll want to make sure that you can access your DC/OS cluster from your local environment. Details
on installing the command-line tool can be found at https://docs.mesosphere.com/1.8/usage/cli/install
.
The dcos cli supports several toolsets that are installed separately. Install the kafka toolset with the
command
$  dcos  package  install  -‐-‐cli  kafka  

Then you’ll want to confirm the proper connectivity to the cluster by listing out the managed nodes. If
this fails, confirm the target DC/OS master node and authentication properties in your DC/OS
configuration (usually stored at ~/.dcos/dcos.toml).
$  dcos  node  
  HOSTNAME              IP                                                  ID  
  10.0.1.203    10.0.1.203    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S6  
  10.0.1.204    10.0.1.204    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S5  
  10.0.1.206    10.0.1.206    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S8  
  10.0.1.207    10.0.1.207    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S4  
  10.0.1.208    10.0.1.208    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S2  
  10.0.1.209    10.0.1.209    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S3  
  10.0.1.211    10.0.1.211    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S1  
  10.0.1.212    10.0.1.212    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S7  
  10.0.5.192    10.0.5.192    1aec7ae4-‐cee5-‐49d0-‐9fde-‐0b7c3756660e-‐S0  
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Connect to the DC/OS portal
DC/OS deployments are centrally managed via a web portal. Identify the proper URL for your
infrastructure platform (on-premises data center, AWS, Azure, etc.) and connect. You’ll see a screen
something like this:

DC/OS Dashboard
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Deploy brokers
Select “Universe” in the left-hand navigation bar of the DC/OS portal. The Confluent-Kafka package
will be one of the Selected Packages at the top of the list. Click on the “Install Package” option
Confluent-Kafka and then on to the “Advanced Installation” selections to allow for customizing the
deployment. The advanced installation screen will look like:

Confluent-Kafka configuration: Service
The configuration of Kafka brokers in DC/OS encompasses the service details, the infrastructure
details (how many brokers with what cpu/memory/disk resources), and the low-level Kafka
configuration properties. You’ll see that the Advanced Installation page separates those different
categories into different sub-panels. The tool-tips for each parameter are usually sufficient for initial
deployments. We’ll take a few moments here to highlight the parameters you’ll most likely want to
change.
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I. Service settings
DCOS treats your Confluent-Kafka deployment as a single service, with a well-defined name used by
other services to access it. For that reason, you’ll want to keep track of the service name in the first
configuration panel. The default of “confluent-kafka” will be used for this overview, but you can
choose any name you wish.
Note: You can, of course, deploy multiple Kafka clusters in your DC/OS environment. Each cluster
must have a unique service name.
An important feature of the Confluent-Kafka deployment is the creation of a load-balanced VIP:port
address to allow other services to access the broker cluster. The default name for that VIP is
broker.<service-name>.l4lb.thisdcos.directory:9092. You’ll use this address to integrate other
Confluent Platform services to this broker cluster without having to know any specific details about
which instances are hosting the broker processes.

II. Brokers settings
The brokers frame allows you to specify the specific infrastructure resources to assign to the deployed
brokers. DC/OS ensures that all the resources you request are available before deploying the service.
You can select how many brokers you wish to deploy (the “count” option in this sub-frame). Each
broker will be allocated the specified CPU, memory, and disk storage capacity. You’ll notice that the
memory allocation is slightly higher than the amount to be allocated to the broker heap; this is normal,
and you should maintain this surplus should you choose to increase the amount of broker heap for
your deployment.
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Confluent-Kafka configuration: Brokers

III. Kafka settings
The kafka frame allows you to specify any broker-specific configuration details for your deployment.
For example, you may choose to adjust default retention times, or offset commit details. The
Confluent-Kafka deployment in DC/OS is the same as you would manage elsewhere, so feel free to
adapt those parameters to match your specific requirements.
The default configuration uses the DC/OS zookeeper service as the quorum manager. Notice that
there is a very simple naming convention for the zookeeper service.
master.mesos:2181/dcos-service-<confluent-kafka-service-name>
You’ll use the same zookeeper specification later when configuring other Confluent Platform services.
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NOTE: master.mesos and leader.mesos will resolve to the same DC/OS instance, so you’ll see both
hosts used interchangeably.

Confluent-Kafka configuration: Kafka

IV. Executor settings
The final frame (executor) allows you to modify parameters for the Marathon watchdog service that
oversees the kafka broker processes running within the DC/OS environment. There should be no need
to modify any of those values.
After you’ve made any modifications to the default Confluent-Kafka configuration, select the “Review
and Install” button and the bottom of the panel and proceed with the deployment. The DC/OS
dashboard will the launching first of the kafka marathon task (the executor), and then the broker tasks
themselves. For example, a deployment with 6 brokers would show 7 launched tasks.
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NOTE: If the executor starts but the brokers do not, the most likely cause is the lack of available
resources. The DC/OS dashboard may give you some helpful information (for example if you selected
3 brokers with 4 cpus each, but there are only 10 cpus available, your deployment will not proceed).
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Deploy Additional Confluent Platform Services
As noted above and documented elsewhere, the complete Confluent Platform consists of several
useful components beyond the core Kafka brokers. Those components are available to you as
separately managed DC/OS services. Documentation for each service is available in the Appendices
at the end of this document.

•   Appendix 1: Confluent Platform Schema Registry Service on DC/OS
•   Appendix 2: Confluent Platform REST Proxy Service on DC/OS
•   Appendix 3: Confluent Platform Connect Workers on DC/OS
•   Appendix 4: Confluent Control Center on DC/OS
With each successful deployment, the Services panel in the main DC/OS Dashboard will show a
properly running service.
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Testing the deployment
There are several different ways to connect with the running Confluent Platform services in your
DC/OS environment. The following sections describe some simple options.
A.   List / create Kafka topics
The dcos kafka command-line tool supports basic Kafka metadata operations.
$  dcos  kafka  -‐-‐name  confluent-‐kafka  topic  list  
[  
    "mesos-‐connect-‐configs",  
    "mesos-‐connect-‐offsets",  
    "mesos-‐connect-‐status",  
    "_schemas",  
    "__consumer_offsets"  
]  

Notice that the specific copy of the Confluent Kafka service was identified with the “–name”
option. In this case, you can see the topics created by the Schema Registry and the Kafka
Connect services. You can go on to create a new topic with
$  dcos  kafka  -‐-‐name  confluent-‐kafka  topic  create  vtest1  
{  
        "message":  "Output:  Created  topic  \"vtest1\".\n"  
}  
$  dcos  kafka  -‐-‐name  confluent-‐kafka  topic  list  
[  
    "mesos-‐connect-‐configs",  
    "mesos-‐connect-‐offsets",  
    "mesos-‐connect-‐status",  
    "_schemas",  
    "__consumer_offsets",  
    "vtest1"  
]  
  
  

B.   Producing / consuming messages via the REST Proxy interface
The Confluent REST Proxy service is available at <DCOS_master>/service/<REST-proxyservice-name> ...http://dcos-masterlb.mesos/service/rest-proxy in our examples here. That
allows you to very simply send or receive messages from a given topic. For example, you can
post messages to the newly created vtest1 topic.
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$  export  RPURL=http://dcos-‐masterlb.thisdcos/service/rest-‐proxy  
$  curl  -‐X  POST  -‐H  "Content-‐Type:  application/vnd.kafka.json.v1+json"  \  
        -‐H  “Authorization-‐token:  $(dcos  config  show  core.dcos_acs_token)”    \  
        -‐-‐data  '{"records":[{"value":{"foo":"bar"}}]}'  $RPURL/topics/vtest1  
  

{"offsets":[{"partition":0,"offset":0,"error_code":null,"error":null}],"key_schema_id":null,"v
alue_schema_id":null}  
  

$  curl  -‐X  POST  -‐H  "Content-‐Type:  application/vnd.kafka.json.v1+json"  \  
        -‐H  “Authorization-‐token:  $(dcos  config  show  core.dcos_acs_token)”    \  
        -‐-‐data  '{"records":[{"value":{"foo":"baz"}}]}'  $RPURL/topics/vtest1  
  

{"offsets":[{"partition":0,"offset":1,"error_code":null,"error":null}],"key_schema_id":null,"v
alue_schema_id":null}  

Those messages can be read back by creating a temporary consumer (which you should be
careful to delete when you’re finished)
  
$  curl  -‐X  POST  -‐H  "Content-‐Type:  application/vnd.kafka.v1+json"  \  
        -‐-‐data  '{"name":  "ext_consumer_instance",  "format":  "json",  "auto.offset.reset":  
"smallest"}'  \  
        $RPURL/consumers/ext_json_consumer  
{"instance_id":"ext_consumer_instance","base_uri":"http://dcos-‐
masterlb.mesos/consumers/ext_json_consumer/instances/ext_consumer_instance"}  
  

$  curl  -‐X  GET  -‐H  "Accept:  application/vnd.kafka.json.v1+json"  \  
        $RPURL/consumers/ext_json_consumer/instances/ext_consumer_instance/topics/vtest1  
[{"key":null,"value":{"foo":"bar"},"partition":0,"offset":0},{"key":null,"value":{"foo":"baz"}
,"partition":0,"offset":1}]  
  

$  curl  -‐X  DELETE  $RPURL/consumers/my_json_consumer/instances/my_consumer_instance  
#  No  content  in  response  

C.   Deploying a connector
As with the REST Proxy instances, the deployed Kafka Connect workers are available from
outside the DC/OS environment via the DC/OS master URL suffix’ed with the Connect service
name. You can query the workers for which connectors are available with a simple command.
$  export  CWURL=http://dcos-‐masterlb.thisdcos/service/connect  
$  curl  -‐H  “Authorization-‐token:  $(dcos  config  show  core.dcos_acs_token)”  $CWURL/connector-‐
plugins  
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[{"class":"io.confluent.connect.hdfs.HdfsSinkConnector"},  
  {"class":"io.confluent.connect.jdbc.JdbcSourceConnector"},  
  {"class":"org.apache.kafka.connect.file.FileStreamSourceConnector"},  
  {"class":"io.confluent.connect.hdfs.tools.SchemaSourceConnector"},  
  {"class":"org.apache.kafka.connect.file.FileStreamSinkConnector"}]  

You can configure an available connector by uploading the appropriate configuration settings.

$  curl  –X  PUT    -‐H  "Content-‐Type:  application/json"  \  
        -‐H  “Authorization-‐token:  $(dcos  config  show  core.dcos_acs_token)”    \
        -‐-‐data  ’{“name”:  “SourceTest1”,  “config”:  {  "connector.class":  
"org.apache.kafka.connect.file.FileStreamSourceConnector","topic":  "vtest1",  "file":  
"/etc/kafka/connect.properties"}’    \  
'        $CWURL/connectors  

This example was for the simplest of source connectors. Other connectors will have more complex
configurations. Please see the documentation on Kafka Connectors for more details on using the
REST interface.
D.   Accessing the Control Center
Confluent Control Center is accessed via a web interface. Beginning with Confluent Platform
3.1, the service will be proxy’ed through the Mesos master service, so you’ll be able to connect
directly to
http://dcos-masterlb.mesos/service/<control-center-service-name>
The initial Confluent Platform 3.0 release on DC/OS requires that you set up an explicit tunnel
between your desktop and the container hosting the Control Center application. You’ll need
three pieces of information to establish the tunnel: the external IP address of the DNS master
node, the internal IP address of the Control Center container, and the port on which the service
is listening. You can use the dcos tool (described above) and the jq utility from your desktop
system to retrieve that information.
  
$  dcos  node  ssh  -‐-‐master-‐proxy  -‐-‐leader  'curl  -‐s  http://whatismyip.akamai.com/'  2>  /dev/null  
54.149.46.82Connection  to  10.0.7.72  closed.  
  

$  dcos  marathon  app  show  control-‐center  |  jq  -‐r  .tasks[0].host  
10.0.3.208  
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$  dcos  marathon  app  show  control-‐center  |  jq  -‐r  .tasks[0].ports[0]  
2768  

Note that the curl command might generate some extraneous messages if you have not yet
connected to the Mesos master node.
Now that you have the necessary information, the network tunnel is created as follows:
$  ssh  -‐L  9021:10.0.3.208:2768  core@54.149.46.82  -‐N  

Your deployment will have different specific values, but the process will be the same. Once the
tunnel is established, the Control Center will then be available from the simple url
http://localhost:9021

Updating the deployment
All Confluent Platform services deployed within DC/OS are readily modifiable. Here are some common
changes that you might wish to make.
A.   Increase the number of Kafka brokers From the DC/OS Services panel, select your Confluent
Kafka service (eg confluent-kafka). Select the Edit button in the upper right corner of the
service status display; that will invoke the Edit Service pop-up. The Broker Count is available in
the Environment Variables sub-panel.
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Edit Service Pop-up (Confluent-Kafka)
Enter a higher value representing your desired number of brokers, and then select the Deploy
Changes button. Your existing instances will not be affected, but new instances will be deployed.

NOTE: The current Kafka frameworks in DC/OS do not support reducing the number of brokers. You
should not modify the configuration to remove broker tasks.
B.   Modify the instance details for a running service You can use the Edit Service pop-up for any
of the Confluent Platform services to modify the number of running instances or the
infrastructure resources allocated to each instance. Remember that all the Confluent Platform
services except Confluent-Kafka are essentially stateless; restarting an instance with additional
memory, for example, will not result in any data loss (though external clients may experience
some disruption in the service).
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Troubleshooting
The DC/OS Management Portal allows you to view the service- and instance-level details for all the
deployed packages. Simply navigate to the desired service, and then select any of the tasks
associated with that service. The logs associated with those tasks will often direct you to issues
preventing normal operation. Additionally, the “Details” page will provide information on the
configuration options used to deploy the service as well as lower level details (which Docker image
was used, etc.). This same information is available using the command line tool
$  dcos  kafka  -‐-‐name  confluent-‐kafka  config  list  
[  
        "b199c390-‐487c-‐4a8e-‐8bca-‐9660423334e1"  
]  
$  dcos  kafka  -‐-‐name  confluent-‐kafka  config  describe  b199c390-‐487c-‐4a8e-‐8bca-‐9660423334e1  
{  
    "broker":  {  
        "cpus":  1.0,  
        "disk":  5000.0,  
        "diskType":  "ROOT",  
        "heap":  {  
            "sizeMb":  2048  
        },  
        "javaUri":  "https://downloads.mesosphere.com/kafka/assets/jre-‐8u91-‐linux-‐x64.tar.gz",  
        "kafkaUri":  "https://s3-‐us-‐west-‐2.amazonaws.com/confluent-‐mesos-‐devel/confluent-‐3.0.0-‐mesos.tgz",  
        "mem":  2304.0,  
        "overriderUri":  "https://downloads.mesosphere.com/kafka/assets/1.1.9-‐0.10.0.0/overrider.zip",  
        "port":  0  
    },  
....  
  
$  dcos  marathon  app  show  connect    #  for  any  other  CP  service  
{  
    "acceptedResourceRoles":  [  
        "*"  
    ],  
    "args":  null,  
    "backoffFactor":  1.15,  
    "backoffSeconds":  1,  
    "cmd":  null,  
    "constraints":  [],  
    "container":  {  
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        "docker":  {  
            "forcePullImage":  true,  
            "image":  "dbtucker/cp-‐kafka-‐connect:3.0.0",  
            "network":  "BRIDGE",  
            "parameters":  [],  
            "portMappings":  [  
                {  
                    "containerPort":  8083,  
                    "hostPort":  0,  
                    "labels":  {  
                        "VIP_0":  "8.0.8.3:8083"  
                    },  
                    "protocol":  "tcp",  
                    "servicePort":  18083  
                }  
            ],  
            "privileged":  false  
        },  
        "type":  "DOCKER",  
        "volumes":  []  
    },  
....  
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Appendix 1: Confluent Platform Schema Registry Service on DC/OS
Once a broker cluster is available, you can deploy Confluent Platform Schema Registry DC/OS
package. The Schema Registry package is currently limited to a single instance; the DC/OS will ensure
that the instance is re-deployed in the result of any failure.
To deploy, simply select the confluent-schema-registry package from the Mesosphere Universe and
click on the Advanced Installation options. The resulting pop-up will allow you to customize your
deployment.

Confluent Platform Schema Registry Proxy Service Configuration
You will seldom need to modify the resource allocation for the Schema Registry instance. The more
important configuration parameters are
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•   name : The unique name that will be used to manage the deployment as well as access the
service from within the DC/OS environment as well as remotely via the Admin Router.
•   kafkastore-connection-url : The zookeeper quorum service for this Confluent Platform
environment. For most deployments, the only change needed will be to align with a customized
name for the confluent-kafka broker service.
•   docker-tag : The version of the docker image for use with this service deployment. You
should not change this value unless instructed to do so by a support engineer.
Keep track of the service name for use with other Confluent Platform services. If you’re deploying
multiple separate Platform environments, you must deploy independently named Schema Registry
services.
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Appendix 2: Confluent Platform REST Proxy Service on DC/OS
Once a broker cluster (and optionally a Schema Registry service) is available, you can deploy
Confluent Platform REST DC/OS package. The package encapsulates any number of JVM instances
running the REST service as a single http:// endpoint.
As with the other DC/OS packages, simply select the confluent-rest-proxy package from the
Mesosphere Universe and click on the Advanced Installation options. The resulting pop-up will allow
you to customize your deployment

Confluent Platform REST Proxy Service Configuration
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You will seldom need to modify the resource allocation for a REST Proxy instance. You may choose to
deploy multiple instances if you expect a substantial load from your external clients. The more
important configuration parameters are
•  

name : The unique name that will be used to manage the deployment as well as access the
service from within the DC/OS environment as well as remotely via the Admin Router.

•  

zookeeper-connect : The zookeeper quorum service for this Confluent Platform environment.
For most deployments, the only change needed will be to align with a customized name for the
confluent-kafka broker service.

•  

schema-registry-service: The name you assigned to the Schema Registry service if you
deployed one for this Confluent Platform environment. This parameter is optional, and will only
be used in the event that a schema-enabled message is passed to the interface.

•  

docker-tag : The version of the docker image for use with this service deployment. You
should not change this value unless instructed to do so by a support engineer.
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Appendix 3: Confluent Platform Connect Workers on DC/OS
The confluent-connect service in DC/OS allows for the deployment of a cluster of instances that will
serve as Kafka Connect worker nodes against a running Kafka cluster. Connectors can be deployed
directly against the REST interface of the workers or using the Confluent Control Center.
As with the other DC/OS packages, simply select the confluent-connect package from the
Mesosphere Universe and click on the Advanced Installation options. The resulting pop-up will allow
you to customize your deployment

Confluent Connect Service Configuration
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The default image for the connect worker is provisioned with the standard Confluent Platform
Connectors (HDFS, JDBC, and Elastic). You may wish to modify the resource allocation for the
connect instances if you expect to deploy other connectors.
The other configuration parameters are
•  

name : The unique name that will be used to manage the deployment as well as access the
service from within the DC/OS environment as well as remotely via the Admin Router.

•  

bootstrap-servers : The Kafka broker cluster against which the connect workers will be
deployed. The value should be the service address for your confluent-kafka deployment :
broker.<ck-service-name>.l4lb.thisdcos.directory:9092. The specific broker hostnames and
listen ports are availabe using the dcos kafka command tool, but there’s no need for that level
of detail with DC/OS 1.8.

•  

zookeeper-connect : The zookeeper quorum service for this Confluent Platform environment.
For most deployments, the only change needed will be to align with a customized name for the
confluent-kafka broker service.

•  

schema-registry-service: The name you assigned to the Schema Registry service if you
deployed one for this Confluent Platform environment. This parameter is optional, and will only
be used in the event that a schema-enabled message is passed to the interface.

•  

docker-tag : The version of the docker image for use with this service deployment. You
should not change this value unless instructed to do so by a support engineer.
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Appendix 4: Confluent Control Center on DC/OS
Confluent Control Center is an enterprise application that provides both data stream monitoring and
Kafka Connect configuration. Within DC/OS, the Control Center will offer additional insight into the
operations of your Kafka cluster.
Deployment is initiated by selecting the confluent-connect package from the Mesosphere Universe
and clicking on the Advanced Installation options. The resulting pop-up will allow you to customize the
application if necessary.

Confluent Control Center Service Configuration
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The default resource allocation for the Control Center application is sufficient for most small clusters. If
your Confluent Kafka deployment will be hosting dozens of producers and consumers with hundreds
of topics, you will want to increase the memory an CPU resources for the DC/OS service.
The other configuration parameters are
•  

name : The unique name that will be used to manage the deployment as well as access the
service from outside the mesosphere environment.

•  

bootstrap-servers : The Kafka broker cluster against which the connect workers will be
deployed. The value should be the service address for your confluent-kafka deployment :
broker.<ck-service-name>.l4lb.thisdcos.directory:9092. The specific broker hostnames and
listen ports are availabe using the dcos kafka command tool, but there’s no need for that level
of detail with DC/OS 1.8.

•  

connect-service : The name you assigned to the Connect Workers service for this Confluent
Platform environment. You can configure and deploy Kafka Connect connectors directly into
the workers from the Control Center application.

•  

zookeeper-connect : The zookeeper quorum service for this Confluent Platform environment.
For most deployments, the only change needed will be to align with a customized name for the
confluent-kafka broker service.

•  

docker-tag : The version of the docker image for use with this service deployment. You
should not change this value unless instructed to do so by a support engineer.
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